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Finally, although not mentioned at the

As your fitness imProves

of this article, I think there is also a level of

and if you work out
regularly, at least three

going
which is the ability to persevere when the
gets tough, or to think positively and never give
up when you are up against a challenging
technique.

iimes a week ensuring that
you do work out

All the words related to fitness that are
a
highlighted in this article can be measured to

aerobicallY, You will burn

fat, and the {itter You are'

certain extent. Part 2 of this article will describe
exactly how this is done and how it can be

the more efficient You will
become at burning fat as a {uel rather than
your
burning sugars. When you are unfit,

incorporated into a martial arts class'

body will predominantly burn carbohydrates
you will feel
as fuel. The end result is that

The key to {itness is regulat, Gommitted
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fatigued and drained after training Beginners
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The bad news is that you can lose
as quickly as you gain it. lt only takes
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to
approximately two t0 three weeks of inactivity
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more fat as an alternative fuel. This also
explains why weight loss does not always
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time
reaction time and speed will deteriorate with
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people get disillusioned in the early stages of
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no immediate change in body weight or fat
distribution and give up their training lust
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before their body has had a chance to reduce
or change its body

good level of
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